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Abstract 

Steganography is the science of hiding a secret message in cover media, without any perceptual distortion of the 

cover media. Using steganography, information can be hidden in the carrier items such as images, videos, 

sounds files, text files, while performing data transmission. In image steganography field, it is a major concern 

of the researchers how to improve the capacity of hidden data into host image without causing any statistically 

significant modification. Therefore, this paper presents most of the recent works that have been conducted on 

image steganography field and analyzes them to clarify the strength and weakness points in each work 

separately in order to be taken in consideration for future works in such field.      

Keywords: steganography; DCT; DWT; SVD. 

1. Introduction  

Internet has become significantly important in today’s life. It is generally used for data transfer though currently 

what concerns its users the most is the security of the data transferred via the Internet. In fact, for many 

government organizations, business industries, and individuals, it has become increasingly important to secure 

the information exchanged in bulk while making use of cyber space [1]. The reason why questions of 

cybersecurity or those of online privacy have brought the issue of secret writing into limelight is the fact that the 

social, economic and professional lives of the masses today are heavily dependent on emailing, net posting, 

electronic banking, e-commerce, etc. [2]. Steganography does the wonder of hiding the presence of the secret 

information. This is unlike cryptography, where alterations are made to the message, thus rendering it 

unreadable to an adversary or a third party [1].  
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Hence, it can be said that “Steganography and cryptography are cousins in the spy craft family”. A message is 

scrambled by cryptography which makes it unintelligible. Steganography, on the other hand, makes a message 

invisible (i.e., that is the objective) by hiding it. The encrypted text may cause doubt in the mind of the recipient 

but the invisibility of text created by steganography never creates any doubt [3]. 

In steganography, the secret message is concealed using a cover medium (i.e., carrier) before it is transmitted on 

a public communication channel. It therefore, impedes the unauthorized access to the message and protects its 

confidentiality. Before the application of steganography for increasing the security level and reduction in the 

amount of data to be embedded, the secret message can be encrypted or compressed. As a result, this may 

minimize the perceived artifacts in the carrier image (note: the carrier object can be text, video, or audio too) 

[1]. 

This paper presents numerous steganographic techniques that have been recently proposed for hiding the secret 

data within the cover-images efficiently. Generally, image steganography techniques can be categorized into 

two main groups (depending on the domain that is used for embedding), which are: steganography methods 

based on spatial domain and steganography methods based on transform domain as will be explained in the 

following sections.      

2. Spatial Domain Techniques 

The concept of hiding information in spatial domain is simple and the complexity of computations is low. The 

secret information can be embedded simply through changing the unused Least Significant Bits (LSBs) of the 

cover-image. For this, numerous kinds of methods have been presented.   

2.1 The Least Significant Bit 

The schemes based on Least Significant Bit (LSB) can be basically classified into two main types; LSB 

Replacement and LSB Matching. In the first type, the secret bits are simply replaced by the LSBs of the pixels 

of the image. On the other hand, the second one is more complicated and difficult to detect than the first type 

because of its reliance upon the matching between the LSBs of the cover-image and the secret bits of the 

message. If there is no matching, the pixel value of the cover-image is either added or subtracted by one. 

Consequently, it is also called ±1embedding. In order to be able to reverse this operation, the resulted pixel 

value should fall within acceptable range [4].    

2.1.1 The Least Significant Bit Replacement 

For the LSB replacement scheme, the LSB of the image pixel is required to be changed if it differs from the 

value of the secret message bit therefore; the Expected Number of Modifications Per Pixel (ENMPP) is around 

0.5. Hence, a modern method is proposed by [5] to reduce the ENMPP through making use of the optimization 

notion for the pixel selection to hide the secret bits as shown in Figure 1. The imperceptibility and the 

embedding efficiency have been improved noticeably but on the account of increasing time complexity and 

lowering embedding capacity.   
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A different data hiding scheme called LSB+ algorithm is developed by [6]. This algorithm is implemented for 

preserving some of the important image statistics besides the image histogram to avoid the detection by 

steganalysis technique via taking advantage of the similarity between the neighboring pixel values in all 

directions (up, down, left, and right). The authors proved through the experiments the ability of their method to 

minimize the distortion caused to the image after embedding. On the other hand, the embedding rate is 

decreased significantly because of the limited number of pixels that are acceptable to be used for embedding 

since this method only uses the pixels with same neighbor values.  

 

Figure 1: The flowchart of the proposed information embedding [5]. 
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2.1.2 The Least Significant Bit Matching 

Sharp [7] introduced the method of LSB matching for the first time but, this method has a weakness as it 

performs the increment or decrement to the pixel value of the cover-image in random manner. Hence, an 

improvement to LSB matching is presented in [4] by making use of a binary function with two pixels to be set to 

the desired value depending on a certain choice. A pair of two pixels has to be used for performing the 

embedding process, where the LSB of the first pixel holds one bit of the secret message while the second bit of 

the secret message has to be assigned to the binary function of two pixel values. As a consequence, this method 

overtook the traditional LSB matching in terms of distortion due to the significant decreasing for the number of 

modifications per pixel from 0.5 to 0.375 utilizing similar embedding rate that has been used with the traditional 

LSB matching. In addition, the experimental results demonstrated the resistance of this method against 

steganalysis attacks. 

An adaptive technique known as Complexity Based LSB-M (CBL) is presented by [8]. A complexity measure is 

used to analyze the local neighborhood for finding secure locations in the cover-image that can be utilized for 

embedding. The embedding process involves dividing the cover-image into 3×3 overlapped blocks, and then 

computing the complexity of each pixel in the cover-image through checking the 8 neighboring pixels in order 

to determine the most suitable locations for embedding within the cover-image. 

The LSB matching technique is approximately near optimal, especially when employing information from 

single pixel. It has the assumed shortcoming that image noise does not depend on the pixel and it may vary from 

pixel to pixel. Nevertheless, these assumptions have been proven wrong through some of LSB matching 

detectors [9,10] using natural images.       

2.2 Optimal Pixel Adjustment 

The basic notion behind Optimal Pixel Adjustment (OPA) is simply embedding the secret bit within the cover-

image utilizing LSB substitution to generate the stego-image. Then, refining the new pixel values of the stego-

image after performing the optimal LSB technique that can be done via applying addition or subtraction 

operation for the factor (2^z) from the embedded pixel (where, z indicates the number of hidden bits). It is 

noteworthy that the least z bits for the pixel values of the stego-image would not be affected by the adjustment 

processes [11]. Therefore, the concept of optimal pixel adjustment is adopted by the authors [11] for enhancing 

the quality of the stego-image under various payload capacities and numerous authentication bits conditions. 

Even though, this technique accomplished good results with regards to the imperceptibility and the embedding 

capacity but, the resistance of the system against steganalysis attacks has not been addressed. 

The technique of optimum pixel embedding is typically used when the high embedding capacities are required 

whereas; matrix embedding (MM) technique is desirable when minimum distortion to the cover-image is 

essential. Therefore, a new model for data hiding is implemented by [12] based on combining both techniques to 

make use of their properties. Moreover, to increase the embedding capacity, the authors used Huffman coding 

technique for compressing the payload data before embedding as further demonstrated in Figure 2. The 
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experimental results proved the acceptable level of imperceptibility reached by this method though the security 

of the system against stegnalysis techniques was not investigated. 

 

Figure 2: The process of data embedding [12]. 

2.3 Pixel Value Differencing 

Pixel Value Differencing (PVD) [13, 14, 15] can be considered as one of the most well-known data hiding 

techniques in spatial domain. This technique is used to increase the embedding capacity for the system. 

However, it may produce distortion to the cover-image even when using low embedding payload. Figure 3 
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illustrates the concept of PVD which relies on the basis of computing the difference between two successive 

pixels and checking the resulted value if it is large or small. Since the large value indicates that the two 

successive pixels belong to the edge area, consequently it also means that large amount of data can be hidden in 

this area. The small value refers to locating the two successive pixels in a smooth area and subsequently, less 

amount of data can be used for hiding in such area. This concept has been introduced by [13] which obtained 

good image quality with less amount of distortion as compared with those produced by LSB schemes. 

Nevertheless, this method has a limitation represented in the obtained original difference when it is not equal to 

the secret data. Then, the two successive pixels have to be adjusted and that may produce a substantial distortion 

to the stego-image. This limitation has been addressed and considered by [14] to present another technique that 

increases the quality of the stego-image via making use of modulus function for adjusting the remainder of the 

difference between the two successive pixels instead of changing the difference value. Furthermore, using PVD 

mechanism alone may arouse a problem of falling-off especially when the values of two successive pixels 

belong to smooth area or an extreme edge. So, the presented technique by [14] overcame this problem through 

revising the remainder of the difference between two successive pixels. The results obtained by [14] were much 

better than the results of [13] in terms of the quality of the stego-image. 

 

Figure 3: A clarification of the data hiding process introduced by [13]. 

2.4 Other Schemes Based On Spatial Domain 

Achieving high embedding capacity with conserving good level of image quality is challenging in 

steganography field. Hence, the authors in [16] proposed a scheme for hiding color secret image within a true 

color image alongside preserving good image quality for both images; the stego and the extracted image, by 

applying color quantization technique along with their proposed method as illustrated in Figure 4. In addition, 
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their method provided the secret image with primitive protection via encrypting it using Data Encryption 

Standard (DES) cryptographic algorithm. Nevertheless, the security of the system has not been tested against 

staganalysis attacks. 

 

Figure  4: The steps of embedding procedure [16]. 

Based on the models of high dimensional image, the authors in [17] designed a steganography algorithm called 

High Undetectable steGO (HUGO). During the implementation of the proposed algorithm, Subtractive Pixel 

Adjacency Matrix (SPAM) features have been considered (which was proposed by [10]). The authors also 

proved its effectiveness in LSB ± embedding. These features succeeded in detecting many steganography 

techniques that make them suitable to be used for steganalysis besides steganography techniques. The idea of 

SPAM features is based on calculating the probabilities of Markov transitions over various images using 8 

directions of adjoining pixels. The main concept of HUGO approach can be summarized in few steps starting 
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from embedding set of images with a maximum payload using LSB ± embedding process through randomly 

increasing or decreasing the value of pixel by one. Next, using the SPAM features for originating the image 

model which is anticipated to be more secure since HUGO method utilizes the hardly detected parts of images 

for embedding. Then, optimized criteria presented in FLD are used for evaluating the weights (i.e., parts of the 

model) that are in charge of detecting the LSB matching. Consequently, analysis of the values of FLD criteria is 

used for identifying the parts of the model that are suitable for embedding. Despite this, HUGO scheme might 

be exposed to steganalysis attacks which are based on other models than SPAM features. 

3. Transform Domain Techniques 

Transform domain based steganography schemes are another choice for hiding secret data within the cover-

image without being detected by humans. So, the cover-image has to be transformed using one of the transform 

oriented methods such as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), etc. Then, 

secret message should be embedded by changing the coefficients. More details about these methods are given in 

the following sub-sections.  

3.1 Discrete Cosine Transform: 

Many previous works have been proposed in DCT such as [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The authors in [18] have 

presented robust steganographic scheme based on DCT that can resist JPEG image compression by utilizing 

only low and middle frequency coefficients for embedding the secret message. To increase the security, some of 

the coefficients have been used for embedding according to a secret key. In addition, to perform the embedding 

process; an average of surrounding coefficients to the selected coefficient would be computed, then accordingly 

the secret bit could be hidden. Even though, the proposed technique showed acceptable level of imperceptibility 

with a good level of robustness, the capacity issue was not considered. 

Statistically Invisible Steganography (SIS) is another steganographic scheme that was carried out in DCT by 

[19] which showed robustness against steganalysis methods. The proposed technique exploits the blocks with 

high complexity for hiding and precludes the one with the low complexity to reduce the statistical modifications 

thus, provides high security. Hence, the primary focus for this work was only on security while the capacity was 

not considered. 

To upgrade the embedding efficiency, a distinct data hiding technique called Matrix Encoding (ME) has been 

implemented in [23]. The concept of the matrix encoding scheme is built on the basis of Hamming code. The 

authors implemented an algorithm known as ‘F5’ that embeds more than one bit via modifying one coefficient. 

So, the image distortion has been reduced as well as the security against steganalysis attacks has been increased. 

Later, an improved matrix coding was introduced by [20] to ameliorate the embedding rate by using the DCT 

coefficients of two overlapped ME blocks as an integrated block.  

The hiding process is based on the inserting or removing coefficients 1 or -1. Therefore, any insertion or 

removal operation will produce various results for the improved matrix encoding. The proposed algorithm 

selects the best option with the least distortion among all potential results. The authors could prove the 
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efficiency of the proposed algorithm in terms of less detectability by steganalysis attacks but the capacity of 

payload for both methods, [23, 20] does not exceed 0.25 bpp, which is very low.  

Two reversible steganographic techniques were presented by [22, 21] to increase the capacity of embedding in 

transform domain using DCT.  

The core idea of [22] was based on the changing of the quantization table and the quantized coefficients of 

DCT. In this scheme, to provide a space for hiding the secret data, the entries of quantization table would be 

lowered by dividing some components of the quantization table by an integer number and at the same time, 

multiplying the quantized coefficients of DCT by the same number, then adding an adjustment value as shown 

in Figure 5.  

On the other hand, the steganographic scheme that was presented by [21] made use of integer mapping for 

implementing the two dimensional DCT which decomposes the cover-image into various frequencies where 

only the high frequency components are used for embedding the secret message. Due to the similarity between 

the distribution of the coefficients for the two dimensional DCT and the Gaussian distribution, this makes the 

former suitable for hiding the secret message via utilizing histogram shifting technique. Therefore, to make a 

space for hiding the secret message, the positive coefficients are shifted to the right while the negative 

coefficients are shifted to the left. Both [22, 21] have reached approximately the same level of embedding 

capacity but, on the account of image quality, which has been significantly decreased. The drawback is that 

none of these schemes addressed the issue of security properly. 

3.2 Fourier Transform: 

Another frequency domain that has been adopted in steganography field is the Fourier Transform which makes 

use of spectral characteristics of the natural images such as Fourier magnitude and phase to be used for 

embedding secret data. Some of the previous works exploited the phase for hiding such as [24, 25], while others 

like [26,27] utilized the magnitude for embedding. On the other hand, other researchers like in [28] used the 

property of zero padding for image steganography based on Fourier transform domain. More specifically, the 

proposed algorithm used Nyquist rate for padding the cover-image with zeros, then applied Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT) on each plane separately. The DFT produces up to 75% zeros as mathematically proved by the 

author. These zeros can be slightly modified to embed the secret data without making any noticeable effect on 

the image. However, the capacity of embedding is limited to using only these coefficients with zero values. 

Two works [24,25] proposed color image steganography frameworks that use DFT based on adaptive phase 

modulation (APM) to preserve image quality after embedding. Both works utilized the Lempel–Ziv–Welch 

(LZW) method for compressing the secret image to get low bit rate. In addition, both works adopted DES 

cryptographic algorithm for enhancing the security of the system. However, there is a slight difference between 

the two works in the steps of applying embedding process. Moreover, the work presented by [25] used hardware 

element of Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) to overcome the shortage of high complexity that is involved 

in the work of [24] as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5: The proposed data embedding phase [22]. 

 

Figure 6: The conceptual model of the optimized algorithm [25]. 
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The classical Fourier Transform has been generalized to another form called Fractional Fourier Transform 

(FRFT) that has an advantage over DFT in terms of combining both spatial and frequency domains. This 

transform is able to indicate the spectral components of the image or the signal besides the time location of these 

spectral contents. This feature has been espoused for image steganography, by two works [29, 30]. More 

precisely, the authors in [30] illustrated an advanced image steganography technique using Weighted Fractional 

Fourier Transform (WFRFT) that provides an intermediate domain amidst spatial and frequency domain for 

hiding the secret data. So, firstly the cover-image is divided into blocks of size 2*2, and then WFRFT is applied 

to each block. The secret bits are embedded within the LSB of the real components of the transformed cover-

image. The experimental results showed an obvious similarity between the histogram of the original and stego-

images. Albeit with this, the proposed mechanism is limited in the capacity of embedding since it can only hide 

the secret image with size up to the half of the cover-image size. 

3.3 Wavelet Transform 

Another type of transform domain that can be adopted for steganography is, DWT. Unlike DCT that can be 

applied to blocks of the image which affects the continuity between blocks, DWT is applied to the entire image 

and it produces better energy than that of DCT [31]. But, in general, wavelet filters output coefficients with 

floating point; thus, in the case of using an image that consists of integer data, the resultant filtered data produce 

floating point, subsequently, the original image is difficult to be reconstructed perfectly. Nevertheless, wavelet 

transforms based on lifting scheme that maps integer to integer can deal with integer data and is able to 

reconstruct the original data completely without any loss [32]. In spite of this, some steganographic frameworks 

are implemented using DWT such as [31, 33, 34]. Many other researchers used Integer Wavelet Transform 

(IWT) like [35, 36, 37, 32] to avert the troubles of floating point with wavelet filter. 

A different data hiding method is provided by [34] to embed two secret grayscale images within a color image 

using DWT. To perform the hiding procedure, DWT is applied on the secret images as well as the cover-image 

after converting the last one to YCbCr color space (where, Y is the Luminance, Cb is the Chroma Blue and Cr is 

Chroma Red). The proposed algorithm utilized the low frequency sub bands for Cb to hide one of the secret 

images and for Cr to hide the other secret image according to a secret key. Finally, the secret key has to be 

embedded also within the cover-image using LSB to get the resultant stego-image. The proposed scheme did not 

produce any distortion within the stego-image. Besides that, the secret images can be extracted successfully. 

However, the resistance against steganalysis attacks has not been reflected by methods [33] and [34]. 

Another study for image steganography based on IWT is proposed by [35] where the wavelet transform is 

applied to both cover and secret image. Then, an embedding operation is performed using an algorithm of 

assignment called Munkres algorithm that is used to find best embedding locations based on the matching 

between blocks to be used for embedding. During the experiments, different types of sub bands have been used 

for embedding such as the horizontal, vertical and diagonal. However, the results showed that the diagonal 

coefficients offered better results than other sub bands in terms of image quality.    

To make a tradeoff between imperceptibility and capacity, a distinct steganographic technique based on Integer 
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Wavelet Transform is proposed by [36]. The implemented algorithm used color image as a cover that first 

should be divided into three planes: Red, Green and Blue, and then, IWT should be applied on each plane 

separately. Finally, the secret data are to be hidden in the wavelet coefficients in random style using graph 

theory. Furthermore, the proposed work utilized three keys for hiding and extracting the secret message, where 

the first key was used for selecting sub band for hiding, the second key was used for selecting the coefficients at 

random, and the third key was used for selecting the number of bits to be hidden within the chosen coefficients. 

The proposed system achieved reasonable image quality with high capacity as well as robustness against Chi-

square steganalysis attack. 

3.4 Contourlet Transform 

The wavelet transform has been extended to a new recent transform called Contourlet transform which is 

proposed by [38]. Contourlet transform is similar to wavelet transform in conforming the multi-resolution 

quality of the human visual system. This new transform offers different representation for the image using multi 

scale and multi directional filter banks. Hence, it surpasses the wavelet transform in analyzing the image and 

detecting the smooth contours as well as the directional details [38, 39]. In addition, changing the values of 

Contourlet transform coefficients produces less amount of distortion to image quality as compared to wavelet 

domain [40]. Therefore, Contourlet transform has been utilized in the steganography field by some researchers 

like [41, 40]. 

Another adaptive steganographic scheme based on Contourlet transform is presented in [42] to hide the secret 

data within chosen cover-image. The proposed technique decomposes the cover-image into sub bands by 

applying Contourlet transform. Then, the secret data are embedded by modifying the coefficient values in either 

increasing or decreasing them where only one coefficient within the block should be used for embedding one 

bit. On the other hand, many criteria have been used for choosing the suitable cover-image for embedding. The 

authors proved through the experiments that selecting the appropriate cover-image can help reduce image 

detectability by steganalysis methods. So, the security is increased; but again, at the expense of capacity, which 

was up to 0.06 bit per pixel.    

Another steganographic technique based on Contourlet transform and cover selection is proposed by [43]. The 

contrast measurement is utilized as a criterion for selecting a suitable cover for hiding. The most appropriate 

cover is the one with highest contrast value since such cover affects on the steganalyzer in wrongly classifying 

the stego-image. The embedding algorithm is achieved by applying one level of Contourlet transform on the 

selected cover. Then, the sub bands are divided into blocks of 8*8 and the secret data are hidden within the 

blocks that have an energy value greater than the value of mean energy which represents the mean energy of all 

blocks. The proposed method obtained efficient results in terms of image quality but the capacity was limited to 

24,927 bits only. Furthermore, the security against steganalysis attacks also needs to be investigated to prove the 

assumption of affecting cover selection mechanism on the security. 

3.5 Other Types of Transform Methods 
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There are other types of Transform techniques that are not famous like the previously mentioned methods, but 

they also have been used in the field of data hiding such as Discrete Hadamard Transform (DHT) [44, 45], 

Curvelet Transform [46], and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Transform [47, 48, 49]. Another type of 

transform similar to wavelet transform known as Stantlet transform is utilized for image steganography by [45] 

for having properties better than conventional DWT and DCT in terms of signal compression and time 

localization. To obtain good embedding rate and increase the security as well, the secret message is encoded 

using T-codes before embedding. The resulted secret data are embedded within the coefficients of the high 

frequency sub bands of the transformed cover-image using LSB scheme. The experimental results of the 

proposed method showed high undetectability and the results were approximately comparable to results of Haar 

wavelet Transform scheme. One more transform scheme is known as SVD that is widely utilized in the 

applications of signal processing. The basic idea behind SVD is to decompose the matrix into three matrices; U 

and V are two orthogonal matrices and S is a diagonal matrix that is usually exploited for hiding the secret data 

[47]. Three of the previous works [47, 48, 49] proposed color image steganography based on SVD transform 

domain. Precisely, the authors in [47] applied SVD transform on the cover-image then, used the nonzero 

Singular Values (SV) for embedding the secret data since slight modification to SV values may not affect the 

visual discrimination of the resulted image. The proposed method achieved good embedding rate with 

acceptable level of imperceptibility whereas the robustness against attacks has not been investigated through the 

experiments. On the other hand, the work presented by [48] concentrated on the fidelity of the image rather than 

other requirements of data hiding. So, instead of using singular values of the transformed cover-image, the 

values of U matrix have been used for embedding the secret data through changing the sign of some entries for 

the U matrix. Accordingly, the capacity of embedding has been reduced. However, the ratio of recovering the 

secret message accurately is increased due to enlarging the visual fidelity between the stego-image and cover-

image.   

3.6 Combination of Transform Methods 

Some of the researchers suggested using two or more transform methods, for instance the authors [50, 51, 52, 

53] utilized DCT with DWT. While, others like [54, 55, 56] proposed SVD watermarking technique based on 

Wavelet Transform domain. Another mixture between SVD and DCT is proposed by [57] to build impervious 

watermarking system against different types of attacks. The authors of [58] (Das & Kundu, 2011) accomplished 

robust watermarking system via applying successive transforms of Contourlet Transform and DCT. The work 

presented by [51] described a combination of DCT with DWT to improve the performance of the 

steganographic method in terms of visual quality for the stego-image and the extracted secret image. The core 

idea behind the proposed scheme was applying the DCT to the secret image then, extracting the features from 

both the cover-image as well as the transformed secret image via applying DWT on both separately. The 

embedding procedure utilized two keys for hiding the features of the secret image within the features of the 

cover-image. The authors demonstrated the effectiveness of using two transform methods through the 

experiments which showed good imperceptibility for the stego-image. In addition, the proposed method resists 

eight types of image processing attacks. Hence, the authors recommended the proposed scheme for the 

application of copyright protection. 
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4. Analysis 

Table 1: Gaps in the Previous Studies 

Researcher 

Name and 

Year 

Method Name Method 

Domain 

Imperceptibility  Capacity Security 

Against 

Steganalysis 

attacks  

1- (Sun et 

al.,2012), [5] 

LSB 

Replacement 

Spatial  

Domain 

Good Low Not 

Approved 

2- (Wu et al., 

2011), [11] 

Optimal Pixel 

Adjustment 

(OPA) 

Spatial  

Domain 

Good Good Not 

Approved 

3-(wang et al., 

2008), [14] 

Pixel Value  

Differencing 

(PVD) 

Spatial  

Domain 

Good High Secure against 

Rs- detection 

attacks 

4-(Schnev & 

Kim, 2012), 

[20] 

Improved 

Matrix 

Encoding 

Scheme based 

on DCT 

Transform 

Domain 

Good Low Secure 

5-(Keshari & 

Modani, 2011), 

[30] 

Weighted 

Fractional 

Fourier 

Transform 

(WFRFT) 

Transform 

Domain 

Good Reasonable 

(up to the 

half of 

cover image 

size)  

Not 

Approved 

6-(Raftari & 

Moghadam, 

2012), [35] 

Steganography 

Based on 

Integer Wavelet 

Transform 

(IWT) 

Transform 

Domain 

   High The size of 

secret image 

is half the 

size of 

cover image  

Not 

Approved 

7-(Sajedi & 

Jamzad, 2010), 

[42] 

adaptive 

contourlet-

based 

steganography 

method 

Transform 

Domain 

Good low Secure 
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The summary of explanation for the previous methods that have been illustrated in the preceding sections can be   

shown in Table 1. From the table, it is easy to discover the gaps that have been found in these methods in terms 

of capacity and security since most of the methods that are implemented in spatial domain provide high capacity 

of embedding but, on the expense of security. On the contrary, most of the methods that are carried out in 

transform domain suffered from the low capacity and are provided with good level of security. 

5. Conclusions 

A general idea about various steganography techniques that have been presented in the literature for the duration 

of last few years, along with their main types and categorization of steganography technique is presented in this 

paper. As well as, a significant analysis for the most important aspects of steganographic systems which are the 

embedding capacity, the imperceptibility (i.e. stego-image quality) and security have been illustrated for each 

method. Hence, there occurs a tradeoff between the embedding capacity and imperceptibility. Where, increasing 

embedding capacity without affecting the security and quality of the stago-image can be considered as a 

challenging mission. Furthermore, this study presented some problems related to the previous methods; First, 

Spatial domain techniques have low level of security. Second, transform domain schemes restricted with low 

embedding capacity. Third. the quality of the stego-image is an essential aspect which is constrained with the 

embedding capacity. So, there is a need for new methods that can take the benefits of two domains to overcome 

these gaps and make a balance among the three requirements of steganographic system which are capacity, 

imperceptibility and security.  
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